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Optimal building utilisation
with ceiling supports

When existing buildings are used for a new purpose, for example when installing new machines, ceilings may 

quickly reach their permissible load bearing capacity. Another risk is that critical vibrations are caused by the 

machines as a result of the low natural frequency of the ceilings.

Isolating the machine usually does not provide the desired results. What is required is a higher inherent stiffness 

of the ceiling achieved through structural changes. The easy-to-install AirLoc ceiling supports are perfectly suited 

for this. Combined with high-precision wedge mounts they are the ideal solution.

Elastic ceiling supports are installed at points predetermined by means of natural frequency measurements. The 

supports normally consist of double T-sections fitted with a high-precision wedge mount to at least one end of the 

section. The wedge mounts, in turn, are lined with AirLoc isolation pads. This means that the previously 

determined load capacity can be adjusted at any time via the height-adjustable wedge mounts. 

AirLoc Schrepfer LTD

Industriestrasse 2, CH-8618 Oetwil am See

Phone +41 44 929 77 00, Fax +41 44 929 7710

www.airloc-schrepfer.com, info@airloc-schrepfer.com

Distributors

Information about our global distribution network can be 

found on the Internet at  www.airloc-schrepfer.com.
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Properties and benefits

– Easy stiffening and tuning of dangerous natural frequency of ceilings
– Double T-sections can easily be produced at customer site
– Fixation solely through tension build-up via wedge mount precision levellers,
   no drilling necessary
– Load bearing capacity of up to 50 metric tons with Wedgmount® precision leveler 
   450-VRC/NS or 450-VRC/NK
– Maintenance-free and adjustable at any time

– Elastic ceiling support with damping effect

Request a catalogue 
free of charge.

Practical examples

Industrial-scale print shop

This customer replaced an old printing machine with a new, heavier one in an existing 

building. The machine was significantly heavier in the area of the printing mechanism and 

thus exceeded the maximum load bearing capacity of the ceiling. Once again, AirLoc with its 

elastic ceiling support that can be adjusted at any time, made it possible to easily install and 

operate the machine without any problems. In this case, nine supports with wedge mount 

precision levellers of type 10-VRC/K fitted to the tops were used. With this cost-effective 

measure the customer was able to achieve great benefits with little effort. Since it was 

placed in operation, the new rotary printing machine has been operating without any 

problems.

Print shop - art prints

This customer also invested in a new printing machine. Since the maximum load bearing 

capacity of the ceiling was already being utilised, the company requested our support. 

Together with the construction company of the building and the structural engineering office 

it was determined that four additional steel supports clamped between ten VRC/K 

Wedgmount® precision levelers were necessary. By determining the torques in advance, 

the ceiling could be supported in such a way that the natural frequency of the ceiling could be 

increased from 18 to 22 Hz. The printing machine has been operating without any problems 

for five years and produces high-quality art prints.

Industrial use

PCB component-insertion machines were set up on the 2nd floor of an industrial building that was too 

weak. Workers on the same floor were disturbed and too high vibrations interfered with important 

control processes of the electronic components. Since insulating the machine was out of the questions 

due to stability reasons, the only option was a ceiling support. A special challenge in this case was that 

the supports had to span or overcome and support two floors. This meant that four supports were 

installed per floor. Each support was fitted with a Wedgmount® precision leveler type 10-VRC at the 

bottom and 206-VRC at the top. Both AirLoc Wedgmount® precision levelers were lined with the 

isolating material of the 900 series. Correct installation was monitored by means of laser 

measurements, natural resonance was determined with an FFT analyser and the torques of the 

Wedgmount® precision levelers were checked. Subsequent measurements showed a significant 

reduction in incidental amplitudes, which meant that interruption-free processing was now possible. 

After one year, the situation was re-examined and where necessary adjustments were made. To this 

day, the customer is highly satisfied with the achieved results. 


